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AN ISSUE DEVOTED TO SOUTHEASTERN DENDROCHRONOLOGY

EDITOR’S NOTE

I am very pleased to convey to our readership

this issue of Tree-Ring Research devoted to

dendrochronology in service to history and

archaeology of the U.S. Southeast. This project

has been almost two years in the making, emerging

from an idea proposed by Associate Editor Henri

Grissino-Mayer back in February 2007. The final

product before you has been accomplished

through the standard review process involving

my coordination and scientific assessment of

critical evaluation by at least two outside referees

for each article, and my summary of reviews and

oversight of revisions. Tree-Ring Research is

extremely grateful to all those reviewers kindly

providing the expert evaluation. Its publication

also comes almost exactly 70 years after Florence

Hawley Senter published one of the early papers

related to dendrochronology of the U.S. Southeast

(and Midwest) in the Tree-Ring Bulletin, titled

‘‘Dendrochronology in two Mississippi drainage

tree-ring areas’’ (vol. 5(1), p. 3–6, 1938). It was

largely a ‘‘methods’’ paper that included the

characteristics of prospective species potentially

useful for developing modern chronologies and

techniques for best preserving wood from archae-

ological mound deposits. In contrast, the current

issue illustrates the remarkable progress of den-

drochronology in the Southeast in application to

historical and prehistorical residences and engi-

neering structures. I would hope that both A. E.

Douglass and Hawley would be extremely satisfied

with the advances in dendrochronology of this

region and with this issue.

This is the first major thematic issue in the

Tree-Ring Bulletin/Tree-Ring Research lineage.

The only other issues in this vein were the

‘‘Bristlecone Pine Issue’’ (vol. 29(3/4), 1969) con-

taining full details of the 7014-year chronology in

one article by C. Wes Ferguson, and a Special

Issue ‘‘The Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research at

Sixty’’ (vol. 55, 1997), which reprinted seminal

papers of faculty of Laboratory of Tree-Ring

Research since its inception. In contrast to these

other issues, vol. 65(1) is focused on one region

and contains seven papers by different authors, all

representing original research published here for

the first time. Given the progress of dendrochro-

nology around the world, it is likely that similar

thematic projects will eventually follow, and the

Editor is open to discussions with you about

proposals for such projects, perhaps involving

some ‘‘guest’’ editorial function as well.

Finally, the publication of this issue in

January 2009 also marks a new publication cycle

for Tree-Ring Research, replacing the previous

June and December publication dates. Publication

will now take place on a January/July cycle, which

we anticipate will improve status and visibility of

Tree-Ring Research in the scientific community.

We trust this meets with your approval.

Steven W. Leavitt
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